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BEST BET R9 21:55

Zipping Pearson
T: John Finn

The Hounds Says: A 6-time WP winner - including
a FFA victory, so was a graded cert and won
accordingly in nippy 22.61 Rich romp Fri at odds
on. The class factor, but new here.

BEST VALUE R7 21:15

Saucy Smile
T: Doreen Drynan

The Hounds Says: First time out to this trip and
looks set to lead them for fun. Is a litter sister to
Pearl Of Tahiti who displayed immense staying
talent, so should run it OK.

QUADDIE

Race 5: 6,7,2 
Race 6: 5,8 
Race 7: 2,8 
Race 8: 2,6,8 

$20 for 55.55%

R1 WELCOME TO GOSFORD GBOTA MAIDEN Maiden 388m 18:58

Bit of guess work here - with 2 first timers, some
moderate form and long time Maidens locking
horns. OUR MECHANIC (3) is well related, with
littermates showing good potential on the track.
So that's a plus and this is a good start point.
TURBO TUXEDO (7) is long overdue and surely his
turn is very soon? SWIFT CHOICE (2) may improve
on the circle?

1.
2. N/A
3. N/A
4.
5.
6. N/A
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tips

R2 WOY WOY POULTRY 4th/5th Grade 515m 19:22

An open affair, made tougher to assess as the
majority need to lead to win! Settling on SILVER
IMAGE (1) who gets a class drop and will rail off 1
if there isn't crazy pressure to her outside early.
Kennelmate ENJOY YOURSELF (8) is well boxed
wide if he steps with them. What transpires into
the corner determines his fate. SEYMOUR
ANDO'S (2) value.
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3.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
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R3 BEAST UNLEASHED AT STUD 5th Grade 515m 19:42

Nice depth in this contest. ZIGGY STARDUST (4)
loves the Central Coast - he is unbeaten in 3 runs
here. He will spot a start to some of his main
rivals, but look out late if he gets clear air to wind
up. ZIPPING ANTHEA (2) is a talented free-
wheeler and despite her lack of local knowledge,
will be tough to beat if she leads. ALL NOSE (3)
for multis
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2. N/A
3.
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5.
6. N/A
7.
8.
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R4 THANK YOU GOSFORD STAFF 5th Grade 515m 20:06

Happy to take the punt with HARD CASE
WATSON (1) here to topple the more fancied
runners. He was strong late up the straight
Richmond Sat and his circle wins over shorter
trips are nice. Chance if he runs the journey out.
SANDAVE DIAMOND (5) is a talent and could tear
these up if he lands the lure. Must step on terms.
CHIEF SUNDANCE (3) also a hope

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4.
5. N/A
6.
7. N/A
8. N/A
9.
10. N/A
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R5 SHEARER FAM BAM Non Graded 710m 20:30

ZIPPING NEBRASKA (6) sights Gosford for the 1st
time, but she is a stayer of immense potential
and watch her charge if she gets clear running
and handles the place. TIMELY FASHION (7) is
another destined for better things and knows the
track well. Will race much more prominent than
main rival. BLAZING CARTIER (2) is a heady half-
miler. Good hope.

1. N/A
2.
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
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R6 REX'S BURGERS HERE NOW 5th Grade 603m 20:55

Good depth in the 2nd of the middle distance
events. HOW GOOD (5) is a real versatile chaser,
with wins ranging from 400m up to the 503m
here. Has a potent blend of speed and strength.
Just needs luck off the squeeze. CROWN THE
ZIPPER (8) needs the rail, so will rely on luck. But
is strong. VIVARCHI (2) is a hardened chaser and
adds some value here

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
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R7 SIRES ON ICE 5th Grade 603m 21:15

Track knowledge and the advantage of racing on
the pace sees SAUCY SMILE (2) go on top here.
She is well related to handle the added journey
and was good late in a sprint here last week.
ZIPPING ALABAMA (8) has stayer written all over
her and if she can offset her newness and the
bad draw, well watch out! MEAT PIE HERO (1)
likes it here and boxed.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3.
4. N/A
5.
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
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R8 HAPPY 50TH BIRTHDAY GI Non Graded 515m 21:35

EBBY JET POWER (2) was awesome on debut here
last week - offsetting a slow start and newness.
Capable of much quicker if he nails the jump.
INCAPAICATED (6) made the Cup here and ran a
breath-taking time in heat. One of the state's
strongest dogs. TARAWI HARLEY (8) is also
powerful and clever in a field. FIRE ON ICE (1)
class personified. Top race
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R9 CENTRAL COAST LOCKSMITHS 4th/5th Grade 388m 21:55

Winning Ist look is no easy task, but class carries
dogs a long way. ZIPPING PEARSON (6) lacks local
know how, but his talent can get him home. A
FFA city sprinter, he was a hollow sprint victor
Richmond Friday and just needs level luck to
score again. KING KINLOCH (4) has to go into the
exotics, because he just does! HELL'S GATE (5)
needs to ping.
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R10 AQUASPLASH 5th Grade 388m 22:13

Unless the great uncertainty of racing comes into
play, there looks only 4 winning hopes here!
BARTY PARTY (4) is the benchmark, as her
Gosford form is excellent and she will land a nice
forward spot from the outset . LET'S GO
HORNETS (8) motors late, but needs luck early to
find a stalking spot. JILLIBY EMMIE (3) sparingly
raced, but is speedy.
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